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Mohit Aron (@mohitaron) - Founder and CEO

Section 1 - Redefining Secondary Storage

Founded 2013
Engineering Pedigree - Google, Nutanix, VMware, Riverbed
$70M in funding

Primary storage as tip of the iceberg
Secondary
- File shares
- Archiving
- DevOps
- Backups
- Analytics
- Cloud

Fragmented
Inefficient
Dark Data

Cohesity want to build an “infinitely” scalable storage platform and consolidate this 
secondary storage into one platform.

Requirements
web-scale storage platform
- infinitely / incrementally scale
- no single bottleneck
- components may be down indefinitely
- always available (inc upgrades)
- heterogeneous hw

Move compute to data
- not vice versa

Workload mgmt
- mixed workloads
- isolation and QoS

Data Protection Requirements
- backup software
- backup storage
- cloud / tape archival
- remote replication

Supports DevOps
- Random I/O
- Copy data management -(frequent cloning, global deduplication)



Integrated Analytics
- storage analytics
- programmable and customisable
- 3rd party integration

Illuminate Dark data

Section 2
Johnny Chen - Head of Eng
Data Platform Deep-Dive

OASIS

Distributed file systems are not easy

Lock Manager
NoSQL Store
Metadata Manager
Blob Store
Data Journal
Disk Manager
Self-healer

On top of that:
Data Protection
DevOps (expose NFSv3 and SMBv3)
Analytics

*OASIS Scale-out Distributed File System
- Shared-Nothing
- strongly consistent
- no bottlenecks
- true scale-out (infinite / incremental)
- highly available
- linear scale (performance, capacity)

*Mixed Workloads
File metadata operations - managing many small files
data operations - sequential i/o - sustained, random - high IOPS
performance isolation

File metadata operations (photo)
Data Path (photo)

Tier-Optimized Write Scheme (TOWS)
- TOWS - Write out-of-place on HDD, write in-place on SSD
- Better performance
- less garbage



QoS - performance isolation
- user-defined priority
- workload-specific
- proportional resource allocation
- granular QoS

Self-Healer

MapReduce Processing
- Garbage Collection
- Disk Rebalancing
- Post-Process Actions
- Fault Tolerant

Continuous Background Processes
- Low Priority QoS

8 - 16KB dedupe granularity

[UI Demo from Nick Howell]

Clusters - partitions - view boxes - views

you can buy your fifth node and a new chassis - it will come with 3 drives (not 12)

Section 3 - Mark Thomas, Member of Technical Staff

Cohesity architecture & SnapTree
- Integrated Backups
- DevOps Workflows

Today’s backup architecture
VMware, app servers, db servers -> Media Servers -> backup storage, controlled by 
Master servers
Media Server Issues
- Server Sprawl
- Agent sprawl
- limited RPO / RTO
- slow invest performance
- catalogue requires additional backup

Backup Target Issues
- islands of storage
- targets per application
- fragmented deduplication

Cohesity’s Special Sauce
Clones
- Instantaneous
- distributed



- frequent (low RPO)

Incremental Backups
- redirect-on-write
- fully-hydrated (low RTO)

SnapTree Clones

Integrated Backups
- Easy setup using policies
- real-time indexing
- instant recovery
- continuous snapshots - low RPO
- fully hydrated - low RTO

Advanced Data Protection
- no additional catalog backup
- multiple environments
- adaptive throttling
- integrated data protection - archive to tape / cloud, cloning 

DevOps Workflows
- instant clones
- “shopping cart” - pick objects, add them to your basket, and then it bring stuff up 
ready for use
- automated build / teardown
- dynamic I/O tiering
- Redirect-on-Write

Section 4 - In-place Analytics
Abhijit Chakankar, MTS Engineer

Analytics Challenge
Secondary data typically on passive infrastructure. Lots of data, not easy to analyse. 
Do you need to create the analytics cluster?

Storage Metrics
- utilisation / capacity
- growth trending
File metrics
- usage by file type
VM Metrics
- usage by VM

Built-in Analytics
Real-time Indexing
Analytics Workbench

Index everything!
real-time indexing



- VMs and file metadata
- files inside VMs
Customizable
- specific directories
- file types
- exclude directories

Analytics WorkBench (AWB)
Deep analysis 
- native tools
MapReduce Engine
- Distributed
- Runs Natively
Customisable
- Inject Custom Code
- Specific Jobs
- Specific File Types

AWB Custom Apps
- Clone / create mapper
- clone / create reducer
- upload your own JAR
- Cohesity Pre-conf apps - distributed GREP

AWB Use cases
eDiscovery
- content analysis
Compliance
- Names
- Credit card #s
- PII / PHI
Threat Analysis
- Virus / Malware
Anonymization

Future
- 3rd party support

[demo]


